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1. Introduction 
In this paper we shall restrict ourselves to the quasilinear wave equation 
t3Y t3~V=o and t3v t 3 a ( 7 ) = 0  ' (E) 
c~t ~x c3t c~x 
where a ( . )  is an odd C 2 function which satisfies 
and 
a ' (7)>O, - 0 0 < 7 < 0 0 ,  (1) 
a"  (7) < O, 0 < 7, (2)* 
lim ~Va'(s)ds= +oo. (3) 
~,--* oo 0 
The system (E) with functions a ( - )  satisfying (1)-(3) may be used to describe one 
dimensional shearing motions of an elastic medium. 
Our interest is in the initial value problem (E) together with the initial con- 
dition 
f(7o, Vo), x<0, 
(7, v)(x, 0)={(7~,v~), 0<x<l ,  (IC) 
{(72,v2), l<x. 
The constant states defining the data are not arbitrary. We insist that (70, Vo) is 
connected to (71, vl) by a forward wave and that (71, vl) is connected to (72, v2) 
by either a forward or a backward wave. (The notion of a wave will be defined in 
Section 2.) 
We shall limit ourselves to those data where not all the numbers 7~ are of the 
same sign. The reason for this is as follows. If all the numbers 7~ are of the same 
* The situation when (2) is replaced by a '(y) >0  on y>0  is similar. 
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sign, say positive, then a priori considerations guarantee that the solution to (E) 
and (IC) will satisfy 7(x, t ) > 0  for all x and t>0.  Since the system (E) behaves 
in a genuinely nonlinear way for 7's in the interval (0, ~ ) ,  we see that for positive 
yi's (E) and (IC) reduce to one of the elementary interactions for a genuinely 
nonlinear system. These problems have been treated successfully elsewhere; for 
example, see [2]-[5]. 
Our goal is to obtain an existence theorem for (E) and (IC). The solutions 
(T, v) will in general not be smooth. They will be in Loo{t>0} and satisfy (E) in 
the following sense: 
~ (7~~ dxdt+ of Y~ dx=O (E-l) 
{t_>O} -oo 
and 
SS (vtPt-tT(Y)tPx)dxdt + of v~ x, 0 ) d x = 0 .  (E-2) 
{t_>O I - oo 
Here ~o is any smooth function with compact support in {t>O}. 
The technique we shall use to establish the theorem is as follows. For the 
given data (yo, vo) we shall construct approximate solutions to (E) and (IC) via a 
difference scheme used by GLIMM [6] and GLIMM & LAX [7] (see Section 3). 
Making use of properties of the forward and backward wave curves through a 
given point in the y - v  plane (see Section 2-B), we shall show that the x variation 
of the approximate solutions at any time t is bounded by a constant independ- 
ent of the particular approximate (see Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4). This, together with 
pointwise estimates for the approximates and a convergence theorem due to 
GLIMM [6; pp. 711-715], guarantees the existence of a solution of the problem (E) 
and (IC). 
2. Shocks,  Simple Waves,  and Riemann Problems 
A. Shocks. Suppose that 
rg = {(x, t) I x = s(t), tL< t < tv} 
is a smooth curve in the x - t  plane, that y and v is a solution of (E) (in the sense 
of integration by parts) which is smooth to the left and right of rg and that y 
and v suffer a jump discontinuity across c~. Then, it is well known that to the left 
and right of rg y and v satisfy (E) pointwise, and the following compatibility 
conditions must hold across rg: 
ds ds 
d t [~] = - Iv] and -d-/ Iv] = - [tr (7)]. (2.1) 
For any functionf(x,  t), 
[f](t)=(f~--ft)(t),f,(t)= lim f(x, t), and f t ( t )=  lim f(x, t). (2.2)* 
x- , s  (t) x - , s  (t) 
x>s  (t) x<s ( t )  
* Occasional ly we shall use  the  no ta t ion  f+  (t)  and  f _  (t) where f+  ( t ) :  lira f ( x ,  t )  and  
f _ ( t ) =  l im f ( x ,  t ) .  x ~ ( t )  
x--,s(t) x>s(t)  
x<s(t)  
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Such curves cr are called shock waves, and equation (2.1) is referred to as the 
Rankine-Hugoniot condition for the system (E). Forward shocks are those where 
> 0, and backward shocks are those where k < 0. For forward shocks (2.1) implies 
that 
and 
1/  O' (~r) = c(~,,, ~,)%fl/ 
g ?r-- 7t 
(2.3) 
/- (~,) _-< ~ < r,' 
~l=0 
y,<~,_-<r(y,) 
(b) A backward shock is admissible i f f  
r, < r, _-< r (r,)J 
[y, > O] 
when /yr=O ~ . (2.9) 
/ ~ , < 0 /  
[ ~'z > 0 / 
when ]v,=O[. (2.10) 
[ e ,<0J  
For each a>0 ,  F(a) is the unique number less than zero such that 
a ' ( r ) =  ~ ( r ) - a ( a )  . 
F - - a  ' (2.11) 
v t - v r =  - (Vt -V , )  C(V,, ~'t), (2.4) 
while for backward shocks (2.1) yields 
i = - c ( r , ,  ~,) (2.5) 
and 
v , -  vt = ( ~ , -  ~3 C(~,, ~'3. (2.6) 
Conversely, we see that given constants (~t, vz) and (V,, v,) which satisfy (2.4), 
the function 
,~(~, v3, x < c (~ , ,  +'3 t (~, v) (x, t) (2.7) 
- ((~,,  v,) c (~ , ,  ~,3 t < x ,  t > 0  
is a solution of (E) taking on the data 
)'(~,,, v3, x < O ,  
(~, v) (x, 0)--  [ (~, ,  v,), x > o. 
A similar statement holds for constants satisfying (2.6). Not every solution of 
the type just constructed will be admissible. To be admissible we shall insist that 
the solution is obtainable as the zero viscosity limit of progressive wave solutions 
(with wave speed C(V,, Yl) for forward shocks and - C ( v , ,  ~'l) for backward 
shocks) of the augmented viscous system: 
at 0~-=0  and at a ~ = 2 V x x ,  2 > 0 .  (2.8) 
Theorem 2.1. (a) A forward shock is admissible i f f  
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~ra<O, 
and 
F(a)~ f - F ( -  a), (2.12) 
F(0)~f0. (2.13) 
It is easily proved that the mapping a ~  F (a) is C 1 and decreasing. 
We point out that for the system (E) being considered here the strength of  
admissible shocks (the difference IT,-T~l) is not arbitrary. This shouM be con- 
trasted with the behavior of  genuinely nonlinear systems. There, shocks of  arbitrary 
strength are admissible. 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. We shall only prove (a). 
We prove necessity first. Suppose that the pair (T, v)(x, t) given by (2.7) is 
an admissible forward shock; that is 
{ (Tt'v~)' x < c ( T , ' T 3 t  }=lim(T~,v~)(~), 
(T~,v,), C(T , ,T3 t<x ,  t>O ~-.o+ 
where ~ = x - C ( y , ,  7t)t and (7 x, vX)(r satisfies 
C(T,,T37r 2v~=-C(T, ,73v~-o(T)~ ,  
lira (7, v)(r vt), and lira (7, v)(r v,). 
~ - ~ -  oo ~ - ~ + ~  
The last set of equations is the progressive wave form of (2.8)for solutions which 
are functions of ~ = x-C(T,,  ?3 t alone. These equations are equivalent to 
v(~)-Vr = --(7(~)--7r) C(7r, 7,), (2.14) 
def 
2 C(T ,, 7 t )Tr  7-Y, (a(yt)_a(r,))=F(7) ' (2.15) 
Tt - 7, 
and 
lira 7(~)=?t and limy(~)=T,. (2.16) 
To complete the proof of necessity, it suffices to show that (2.15) and (2.16) have 
no solution when (2.8) is violated. We shall only treat the case where T,>0. 
Suppose that 0<T,<Tt.  Then, F(7 ) is positive for 7's in (y,, 7~), and hence 
no solutions of (2.15) can satisfy (2.16). If, on the other hand, Tt<F(T,), then 
F(7) has a zero in (T~, ?r). This latter fact implies that no solution of (2.15) can 
satisfy (2.16). 
We shall now establish sufficiency. We restrict ourselves to the case 7,>0. 
Let 7te[F(7,), TO, let a be any number in (7l, 7,), and let Ta"(~) be the unique 
solution of 
r (0 )=a .  
va"(~) is defined by (2.14). The identity 
-~-= S F(v) 
a 
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implies that 
lim ~,a,o(r lira ~,~'~(~)=~,, 
~+oo i--,0 + 
~>0 
and 
lim ya'~(~)= lim Ya'~ 
~-oo ~,~0 + 
~ < 0  
and this together with the identification ~ = x -  C(7,, Yl) t completes the proof. [] 
B. Simple Waves and Wave Curves. The Riemann Invariants for the system 
(E) are the functions ~ and fl defined by 
7 
~=v-SC(s)ds  and fl=v+ SC(s)ds. (2.17) 
0 0 
Here, 
C(7)~'l/'a'(7) = lim C(7,, )'), (2.18) 
7 r ' 7  
and again C(7,, y) is defined in (2.3). ~ is constant on the forward characteristics 
dx dx 
d t = C(7), and fl is constant on the backward characteristics ~ = - C(7). 
A simple wave is a solution (7, v) of (E) in which one of the Riemann Invariants 
is identically constant in some region on the x - t  plane. When fl is constant, the 
forward characteristics are straight lines. Such solutions are called forward facing 
simple waves. Similarily, backward facing simple waves are solutions where ~ is 
constant. Here, backward characteristics are straight. 
It should be observed that in a forward (backward) simple wave no forward 
(backward) characteristics cross (as t increases) if x - ,  C(7(x, t)) is an increasing 
(decreasing) function. We shall deal exclusively with such simple waves. 
We are now in a position to define the forward and backward wave curves 
through a given point in the 7 - v  plane. The forward wave curve will be denoted 
by r e ( - ; . , - )  and the backward curve by vB( . ; . , . ) .  Their significance is as 
follows. 
(a) Forward Wave Curves. Let (y,, v,) and (7~, vt) be two points in the 7 - v  
plane satisfying 
v~=vr(Tz; 7,, v,). (2.19) 
Then the Riemann Problem 
~ ~v ~v Oa(~) =O, , 
at 0~=0 and a--T- dx - m < x < o o  t > 0 ,  (2.20) 
and 
(7, v)(x, O) =-J'(7' ' vt)' x<O,  (2.21) 
((y,, v,), 
is solvable, in the sense of integration by parts, by a forward facing wave. That 
X 
is, the solution (7, v)(x, t) is a function of -7, and for every x and t > 0  
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Shocks present in the solution are admissible, and in any simple wave 
Ox C ~, >0.  (2.23) 
(b) Backward Wave Curves. A similar remark holds for states on the backward 
wave curve. The difference is that we insist that 
v,.=va(~,; 7t, vt). (2.24) 
Solutions to the Riemann Problem (2.20) and (2.21) now satisfy 
0 
and (2.23) is replaced by --~-- C (7 (-~-)) < 0 9 
Definition 2.1.  We let 
/ v,-(r(~,)-7,) c(r(7,))- I vAT; 7,, v,)= v,-(~-7,)c(~,, ~,), 








vt~(7;O,~,)=v,-SC(s)ds, - o o < y < o o  if ~,,=0; 
0 
v~(~; ~,,v,)=iv,-(~-~,)c(7,,7), 7,=<~_-<r(7,) 
Iv,-(r(7,)-~',)c(r(~',)) - S C(s)ds, 
r(~,) 
r(7,)<7 
if 7, < 0.* 
Definition 2.2.  We let 
7 
[v,+(r(7,)-7,)c(r(7,))+ I C(s)ds, 7__<r(7,) 
vB(~,; ~ ,v t )=  v~+( -73C(7, 73, F(~'O<~'<~'t 
Iv,+ IC(s)ds, 7,<7 
if 7~>0; 
y 
VB(7;O, vt)=Vt+SC(s)ds, --oO<7<o0 if 7,=0; 
0 
. . . .  ] / a ( a ) - - a ( b )  
* Recall  tha t  for  any  n u m b e r s  a and  b C ( a ) = V a - ~ ,  t~ta, o ) - -  V ~ , and  
c(r(a))= c(r(a), a) (see (2.11)). 
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and 
if ~,t <0. 
vB (~; ~l, vt) = 
v,+ ! C(s) ds, ?<=~l 
v~ + (~' - ~'z) C (7, ~'t) , ?~ < ~, < r (~,~) 
~, +(r(~,)- ~,) c(r(~,))+~(!,~ cO) as, r ( ~ D < ~  
/ j 
(r(r)~v~W<r),r,,9) ~ / /  
"..~'(r(~).~gr(y, ), ~ .?) 
/ ~ YFl'iyr,Vr ) 
vB (" ~Ti,vl)~ "~'~,,,. - 
(Tl'vi) ~ ~'\\  
/ v I "" 
/ /  0 " 2" \ \  
! X 
D ~  tines are curves where the Riemann Invarionts are constant. 
Fig. 2.1 
We emphasize that points on either of the wave curves may generate solutions 
to (2.20) and (2.21) which are combinations of shocks and simple waves. Such 
solutions are called contact  discontinuities. To see this, we consider the ease where 
? , > 0 ,  ?t<F(~,,) and Vt=VF(?t; ~ ,  V,). 
The solution to (2.20) and (2.21) is 
[(~t, O ,  
~(~,, O, 
The number ~ ( t )  satisfies 
x < C (~,~) t 
(x)) 5-  " c(~,)t<=x<=c(r(~,))t 
c ( r ( ~ , , ) ) t < x ,  t>=o. 
* RecaU. c(r(7,))-- c(r (r , ) ,  7,). 
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and 
A simple computation shows that for C(y~)<-~-<C(F(y,)), 
( 71,vt ) 
I t  / / / /  / 
I / / .~ 
•162 /-- / ' / / / / /~x-r  
9 ~ / /  i 1 1  
, 
y ( ~,v,_ ~x )
Fig. 2.2 
We shall now list some properties of these curves which will be of some use 
in the sequel. 
Theorem 2.2. (a) The mapping (~, ~,, vr )~vr (? ;  ?r, Vr) is continuous. Moreover, 
for fixed (Yr, V,), the maps 
~--,vF(~; ~,, v,) and ~ ( ~ , v r ( ~ ;  ~,, v,)) 
are C x and decreasing. 
(b) For fixed (~r, Vr) the map ? ~  fl(~, vt(y; ~r, Vr)) is C 1. Moreover, 
(1) /f~r>O, then 
(~, v~(~; ~,, v,)) = ~(r(~,), v~(r(~,); ~,, v3), ~__< r(~,) ,  
d ~(~, v~(~; ~, v,))= (c(~)-c(~, ,  ~))2 <o, r(~,)<~<~, 
d~ ' 2C(~,, y) 
~(~, v~(~; ~,, v,))=~(~,,  v,), ~,<~; 
(2) /f  7, = 0, then 
fl(r, v~(~; ~,, v,))=~(o, v,), - ~ < ~ < ~ ;  
(3) /f  ~,, <0, then 
/~(~, v~(~,; ~,, v,))=l~(~,, v,), ~<=~,, 
(c(~)-  c(~,, ~))~ d fl(~; v~(~; ~,,Vr))= , ~,<~<r(~,) 
dy 2C(~,, y) ' 
fl(~, v~(~; ~,, v,))=~(r(~,),  v~(r(~,); ~,, v,)), r(~,,)=<~. 
(c) I f  ~]">01 and ~ ~ <~r[, then 
[~,__<oj [~,=<~ j 
{ VF(~; ~, VF(~; ~,, V,))< VW(~; ~,, V,)~ for all ~ < ~ 1  v,(~; ~, v,(~; ~,, v,))____ v,(~; ~,,, ~,)j [~___<~j" [] 
A similar proposition holds for vn(. ; . , - ) .  
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Theorem 2.3. (a) The mapping (?, ?~, vt)--)va(?; ?z, v,) is continuous. Moreover, 
for fixed (~t, vz), the maps 
~--*vB(T; Tl, vl) and ~ f l ( 7 ,  Vs(?; ?t, Vl)) 
are C 1 and increasing. 
(b) For fixed (T1, vz) the map T ~ ~(~, va(?; ?t, vt)) is C ~. Moreover. 
(1) /fTt>O, then 
~(~, v~(~; ~,, v,))=~(r(~,); ~,, v,)), ~__<r(~,), 
d (C(~)-C(~,?,))~ > 0 ,  r(~,)<~<~, 
d? ~(T, vs(T; T~, v~))= 2C(?, Tt) 
~(~,, vs(~; ~t, v,))=~(r, ,  v,), ~,____~; 
(2) /fTt=0,  then 
~(~, v~(r; r,, v,))=~(o, O ,  - ~ < r < o o ;  
(3) / f? t<0 ,  then 
~(:,, v~(~; ~,,, v,))=o,(r,, v,), ~,<=~,,, 
d 
d? ~(?, on(y; ?t, vt))= (C(T)-C(T,2C(?, ~,)~'))' >o, r , < r < r ( r , ) ,  
and 
z(~, v,(~; ~,, v,))=z(r(~,), vs(r(~,); ;.,, v,)), r(r,)<~. 
o . .  , , . n  (c) if [?t < oJ [?t < ? J 
{ v . ( ' ; ? ) v . ( ' ; ' , , v , ) ) > v . ( ' ; ' t , : : l } f o r a l l ~ ' < - ~  ~ v~(~; ~, v~(~; ~,, v,))=< v~(~; ~,, [y  <~j" 
We shall prove Theorem 2.2 (see Figure 2.3). 
[] 
. .  "~x(r(70~vF~'tz),z, ,)) 
vF (.~ZvF(2 )~,s ~ ~d~' r .  v,)) 
Fig. 2.3 
Proof of Theorem 2.2. Parts (a) and (b) of the theorem are routine. We shall limit 
ourselves to establishing part (c). We shall show that if ),r > 0 and ~< y,, then 
v~(~; ~, v~(~; ~,, v,) __< v~ (y ; ~,, v,), ~ < y .  
The proof of the remaining case is left to the reader. 
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The following situations must be considered separately: 
(1) 0 < ~ < 7 ,  and either 
(A) r~<~__<~ or 
(B) r ( ~ , ) < ~ < r f f )  or 
(c) r<r (~ , ) ;  
(2) F(T,)<__~<0 and either 
(A) r (~ , )<~<~ or 
(B) ~<r(~, ) ;  
(3) r____~<r(r,). 
If (l-A) holds, then 
v,(r; r,, v , ) -  v,(r; 7, v,(7; r,, v,)) 
[i/ V V =(~,-D "(~')-~(~) (~,-7) ~(~,)-~(7) (7-~) ~(7_)-~(~1 ] .  ~,-~ (~,-~) ~,-~ (~,-~) ~-~  a 
Since (~ , -~ )>0 ,  it suffices to show that the term in brackets is non-negative. 
But this follows from the identities 
and 
(V,-7) >0, (7-?) >0, (~,-7) + (7-~) =1 ff,-~) (~,-~) (~,-~) (~,-~) ' 
~,-~ (~,-~) ~,-7 (~,-~) 
and the inequality 
~ 1/~ + (1 - ~) 1/y < 1/~ x + (1 - ~ ) y  
for any 0 < 9 < 1 and any non-negative x and y. 
If (l-B) holds, then 
v,(~; ~,, v,)- v, ff; 7, v, ff; ~,, v,)) 
=( , , - , )  V "(' ')-'('),, - ,  - ( , , -  7) 7 =(" ) -  ~ (7 ) , ,  =, 
+ I 1/<~'(Oa~, r(~,)<~__<r(7). 
ro) 
The preceding calculations imply that 
v, ( r f f ) ;  ~,, vD-v , ( r f f ) ;  7, v, ff; ~,, v,))>0. 
~(~,)-~(r) (~,-7) ~(~,)-~(7) (7-~) a(7)-a(~) F - -  
This, together with 
d 
d~ (v,(~; ~,, v , ) -v ,O;  7, v, ff; ~,, v,)))= 
- ~.-.,1/~(7)-~(r(7)) 
now yields the result. 
(c (~) -  c(~,, ~)y <o, 
2C(7,, ~) 
r ( ~ , ) < ~ r f f ) ,  
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If (l-C) is true, similiar computations show that 
vF(~; ~,, v,)- vF(~; ~, v~6-; ~,, v,))=v~(r(~,); ~,, v,)-v~(r(~,); ~, v~(~; ~,, v,)) 
for 7 < F(Tr), and hence (l-B) implies the result. 
We now turn our attention to case (2-A). We have 
v~(~; ~,, v,)- vA~; ~, vF(~; ~,, v,)) 
__-(, ,- ,)V~('~_~ (') ( , , -~ )V ~(')-~(~),_,= 
7 
+ jVa'(s)ds; F(~,)<V_-<~<0. 
The inequality now follows from the observation that 
v~(~; ~,, v,)-v~(~-; ~, ~(~; ~,, v,))=o 
and the identity 
d (vr(7; ~,, v,)-vr(~; ~, ~(~-; ~, v,)))= (C(7)-C(7, ,  ~))2 <0. 
dv ' 2C(),,, V) 
If (2-B) holds, then 
~(~; ~,, ~,)-~(~; ~, v~(~; ~,, v,))= v~(r(~,); ~,, ~,)-vF(~; ~,, o,))> 0 
for 7<F(7 , )<  7; while if (3) holds, then 
v~(v; ~,, v,)-v~(~; ~, v~(~; ~,, v,))=0, ~__<~<r(~,). [] 
C. Riemann Problems. The following theorems deal with the Riemann Prob- 
lem: 
c~ av av t3a(J =0 ,  - o o < x < o o ,  t > 0 ,  (E) 
c~t d~-=O and t~t t ~  
and 
(7, v)(x, 0 ) = )  (h '  vl)'  x < 0 ,  (2.26) 
[(~,~, v2), x > 0 .  
Theorems 2.4-2.6 are essentially proved in [4] and [5]. They are stated merely 
for the readers' convenience. Theorems 2.7 and 2.8 are new. These results will be 
needed when we construct the approximate solutions described in the Introduc- 
tion. 
We introduce the following notation*. Given (71, v~) with h >0, we let 
{ } R(h,v~)= (~ ,v ) lh<~  and -(~-h)C(h,J<v-v~<.~C(s)ds (2.27) 
and 
{ ' } /'~(h, v~)-- (~, v) 10<~<7~ and (~--h) C(h,7)<=v-v~ < - ~  C(s)ds . (2.28) 
* These regions are the same as those considered in [5]. 
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Similarly, given (?2, v2) with ?2 <0, we let 
and 
u(?2, v2)={(?, v) l?_<o, ~(?, v)>~(?~, v2) and fl(7, v)>fl(?2, v2)} 





\~v  2 -:(slds /// 
L (,~ ,v21 \ \  UlTz,vz ] / /  
\ / 
V 2 + 1~~  
v 2 § ,~v, -f cI~)ds 
r2 // ,,\r~ r .,'/ 







Theorem 2.4. Let (?2, v~), Yl >0, be an arbitrary point in the ? - v  plane, and let 
. fR(?I, vl)] 
(?2, l (71, v& 
Then, ~ R(?2, v2)~c~R(?l'vl)~, and the Riemann Problem (E)and  (2.26) is 
.~R(?2, v2)) (R(?I, vl)) 
forward ~ . (backward) 
solvable with a (backwardJ shock and 1 forward ~ simple wave. Moreover, 
each t~O, 17(' '  t) is increasing and ~(7, v)(., t) is decreasing~ (1) for ?(., t) and fl(Y, v)(., t) are decreasing j in x, 
(2) for any xl <x2, (?, v)(x2, O~'i - , and 
(R (?, v) (xl, 
~ > min (v,, v2)~ 
(3) v(x, t) (_-<ma• v2)J" [] 
Theorem 2.5. Let (Y2, v2), ?2<0, be an arbitrary point in the ? - v  plane, and let 
(71, vl)sL(?2, v2). Then L(yl, vl)cL(y2,  v2) and the Riemann Problem (E) and 
(2.26) is solvable with a backward shock and a forward simple wave. 
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Moreover, 
(1) for each t>0,  ?(., t) and fl(?, v)(., t) are increasing on x, 
(2) for any x 1<x2, (?, v)(xl, t)eL(?, v)(x2, t), and 
(3) v(x, t )>min(v 1, v2). [] 
Theorem 2.6. Let (?2, v2), ?2<0, be an arbitrary point in the ? - v  plane and let 
(Yl, Vl)eU(y2, v2). Then U(?I, vl )cU(?l ,  v~) and the Riemann Problem (E) and 
(2.26) is solvable with a backward and a forward simple wave. In addition 
(1) for each t, ~(?, v)(., t) and fl(?, v)(., t) are decreasing in x, 
(2) .for any x I <x2, (?, v)(xx, t)e U(?, v)(x2, t), and 
(3) ~(x, t )<max(?l ,  ?2) andv2<v(x, t)<Vl. [] 
Proof of Theorem 2.6. The existence of the solution just described depends on the 
unique solvability of the equation 
1)F(?I; ~2' V2):VB(?I; ?1 ,  V l ) "  
That this equation is solvable follows from the fact that 
7 
lim .[ C(s)ds= + ~ .  
),~oo 0 
We conclude this section with a discussion of the Ricmann Problem (E) and 
(2.26) when the points (~1, vl) and (?2, v2) satisfy one of the following inequalities: 
71<0<72, Vx<VF(yx;Y2,v2) and v2<vB(?2;Yt, v~) (2.31) 
o r  
y~<0<?2 and Vl>Vr(~1;?2,v2). (2.32) 
Wc shall treat the situation described by (2.31) first. Condition (2.31), together 
with the fact that v r is decreasing and v B is increasing in y, implies that the equa- 
tion 
vF(?*; ?2, v2) = re(?*; ~1, vl) (2.33) 
has a unique solution in [71, ?2]. Throughout ?* will denote this solution and 
v*~fvr(Y*; ?2, v2). (2.34) 
The solution to the Riemann Problem will depend on whether ?*<0 or 
?*>0. We consider the case ?~ < ? * < 0  first. The solution to the left of x = 0  is a 
back shock 
(?,v)(x,t) ~ (71' vl)' - ~ 1 7 6  
=~.(?*,v*), -c(?,,?*)t<x<O, t>o. 
The solution to the right of x= 0 depends on whether ?*< F(?2) or F(?2)< 
*< 0. When ?*< F(?2), the solution is a back facing contact discontinuity 
[(if, v*), O<x<= C(~*) t, 
(T,v)(x,t)-=[(rl(-t) ,vF(tl(-t-);?2,v2)),  C(?*)t<x<=C(F(?2))t, 
t(?z,v~), c(r(r2))t<x<oo, t>o. 
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Here ~ / ( t ) i s  the solution of 
C x (~) = T '  ~- e (C(~*), c ( r  (~2))] 
in the interval (?*, r(?2) ]. When r (?2)< ?*< 0, the solution is a back shock 
(?,v)(x,t) ~(?*,v*), O<-x<-C(?*,?2)t, 
=[(72,v2), C(?*,?2)t<x<oo, t>O. 
The construction of the solution when 0< ?*< 72 is handled in like manner. 
The following general statements about the solutions just constructed are 
easily verified: 
(1) ? l<?(x,  0<-?2 and min(vl, v2)<v(x, t)<v* (see (2.33) and (2.34)), and 
(2) for each t>0, ?(., t) is an increasing function of x and 
var v(., t )<2(v*-min(vl ,  v2)). 
(-oo, oo) 
More important we have 
Theorem 2.7. Let (71, vl) and (?2, v2) satisfy (2.31), and let (~, ~) denote the solution 
of the Riemann Problem (E) and (2.26). Then, for any points (~1, -vl)~F(?l, vl) 
(see (2.29)) and (~2, ~2)~R(?2, v2) (see (2.27)) and any (y, t) with t>___O 
(a) (~l,-61)~L(~(y,t),~(y,t)), v(y,t)-<vF(~(y,t);~2,v2) and 
-62<vB(~2; ~(y,t),'~(y,t)) if ~(y,t)__<0; 
(b) (~2,ff2)~R(~(y,t),v(y,t)), ol<vr(~-l;~(y,t),~(y,t)) and 
"~(y, O<vn(~(y, t); ?z, vl) i f  ~(y, t)>0; 
(c) ~l<vr(~-l;?2,~2),~2<v~(~-2;~-1, b-1) and 
~*~fvr(~*; ~-2, vz)>v*=maxv(Y, t). Here ~* e[~l, ~2] 
(y, t)  
is the unique solution of 
vA~*; ~2, ~2)=vB(~*; ~-1, ~1) (2.35) 
and v* is defined in (2.34) (see Figure 2.5). [] 
Proof of Themrem 2.7. We shall establish assertion (a); the proofs of (b) and (c) 
are similar. 
We must consider the various possibilities for the intermediate value ?* 
(see (2.33)): 
Case 1 71<?*<0 and either (A) ?*<F(?2) or (B) /"(?2)<?*<0; 
Case 2 0<?*<?2  and either (A) ?*>F(?I  ) or (B) 0<?*<F(? I ) .  
If (l-A) holds, then the hypothesis ~(y, t )< 0 implies 
t I, FI,17; ~12, 1)2)) where ?*<_r /~F(?2) .  
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VI +17-71)C17'1)~ ~LV 7 ~v2-(?-721c172'71 
Fig. 2.5 
When (~(y, t), ~(y, 0)=(71, vl), assertion (a) is immediate. Now 
(~(y, t), ~'(y, t))=(t/, v~(r/; ?2,/)2)) and ?*=<t/<r(?2). To show that 
L(t/, vF(t/; ?2, e2)), it suffices, by Theorem 2.5, to show that 
(71, vl)eL(~l, vFO/; ?2, v2)). 
'}'1 
That vl <vr(q; ?2, v2)- S C(s)ds is a consequence of 
q 
"it 7" ~1 
v~(~; ?2, v~)- I C(s),ts=v~(,7; 72, v2)- I C(s)ds-~C(s)as 
If 
=On(?*; ?2'  D2)'4- f C(s)ds 
~,* 
=I)B(?*; 71, /)1) + f C(s)ds 
.~* 
= vl + ( ? * -  71) C(?*, ?1) + I C(s) ds 





The inequality vl ~vr(t/; ?2, v2)+(?l-t /)  C(71, ~/) 
q 
/)1 =/)F( r] ; ?2, /)2) + ~. C(S) ds + (?~ -- ?*) C(71, ?*) 
_~/)~(r/; ?2, v2)+(?~-?*) C(?~, ?*) 
(rl -r*)  c(?~, ?*) >--(?x -,1) c(?x, ,1). 
Our next task is to show that 
/)F(~; ?2, /)2)~-~/)F(~; ~2' U2) and ~2 ~VB(~2; ~, VF(~; ~2, U2)) 
23* 
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when y*~7~F(y2). The fact that ~2~_~IJ2--(~2--~2) C(~2,~2) when ~2~-~2 
implies that for any Y<Y2 
/)F(~; 72, ~2)~-~VF(~; Y--2, /)2--(~2--Y2)C(~2, ~2))" 
The observation v2=vr(y2; 72, v2-(~2-72)C(~2,  72)), part (c) of Theorem 2.2, 
and the preceding inequality imply the first result. 
We shall now show that ~2=<v~(~2; ~7, vF(7; 72, v2)). The hypothesis 
~2 
~'2 
and the fact that vv(7; 72, v2)>v2 when 7<72 imply that 
v2_-<vF(7; ~2, re)_-< oB(~2; 7, v~(7; ~2, re)) 
and hence that 
72 
~2_-<vB(~2; 7, vF(7; ~2, ~2))+ S C(s)ds 
=~.(7~; ~2, ~.(~2; 7, ~(7;  ~2, v2))). 
But Theorem 2.3-(c) implies that 
~.(72; ~ ,  ~.(~2; 7, ~(7;  ~ ,  ~2)))_-__ ~.(%; 7, v~(7; ~2, ~2)) 
which together the preceding inequality yields the desired result. 
The proof of (a) in the remaining cases is similar. [] 
We now turn our attention to the Riemann Problem (E) and (2.26) when the 
data satisfies (2.32). The following facts about the solution to this problem will 
\ \ ~ / V  I \ \  -fc(s)ds /-/v + ~ x. ~ ,~  / ' - "  i :/c( )cts 
\ \  "~,, / Z \ \  ~ f ~ l '  VI ) I 
(?~,v~'~ :B ('; ,~, vl) 
or__, 
Fig. 2.6 
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now be summarized. For each t, ~(?, v)(-, t) are decreasing in x. Moreover, the 
following estimates prevail: 
and 
~(Tz, v2)<"(7, v)(x, t)<~(71, vO, 
/~(72, v2)=</~(7, v)(x, t)_-</~(7, v0, 
(2.36) 
(2.37) 
v 2 <v(x, t)<vx. (2.38) 
We also have the following comparison theorem. Throughout, (7, v)(x, t) will 
denote the solution to the Riemann Problem just discussed, (?a, vl)eU(~x, va) 
and (Y2, v2)~/~(?z, v2) (see equations (2.28) and (2.30)). 
Theorem 2.8. Let 7" be the unique solution of 
vn(?*; Yl, vO = vv(y*; 72, v2). (2.39) 
I fy*<F(yz) ,  then 
(a) (~1,-~l)~U(r(y, t), v(y, t)) and vv(7(y, t); 72, v2)<v(Y, t) provided 
?(Y, t)<O, and 
(b) vv(71 ; Y(Y, t), v(y, t))<--ill and (72, v2)e/~(7(Y, t), v(y, t)) provided 
7(Y, t ) > 0 .  Moreover, vvOl; Y2, v2)--<vl. 
I f  F(?2) < 7" < Yl and ~ ~1, Vl) = ~ va), then 
(c) (Yl, vl)~ U(?(y, t), v(y, t)) and re(?(y, t); Y2, v2)<v(Y, t) provided 
?(Y, t)<O, and 
(d) vvO1; Y(Y, t), v(y, t))<vl and 02 ,  v2)~/~(7(y, t), v(y, t)) provided 
?(Y, t )>0 .  Moreover, VrOl; Y2, v2)<vl .  
Proof. The techniques used to establish this theorem are similar to those employed 
in proving Theorem 2.7. We leave the details to the reader (see Figure 2.6). 
3. Approximate Solutions and A Priori Estimates 
We now turn to the initial value problem 
07 Ov Ov 06(7)= 0 - o o < x < o o  and t > 0  (E) Ot 0 ~ = 0  and dt O ~  ' 
[(So,Vo), x<O ] 
(7, P)(x,O)=~(71, Vl), O<x<lJ. 
[(72, v2), l < x  
Of) 
Vo=Vv(?o;yl, Vl), and 70<0.  (3.1) 
Again, (Yo, Vo) is connected to (?1, vl) by a forward wave and (?a, 01) to (Y2, v2) 
by either a forward or a backward wave. Moreover, not all the numbers ?i are 
of the same sign. For definiteness we shall assume that 7o < 0. 
A number of configurations of the data are possible, and we shallenumerate 
them. For each configuration we shall describe the solution to the Riemann 
Problems at x = 0 and x = 1. This serves to describe the type of interaction generated 
when the forward wave from x = 0  overtakes the wave from x =  1. Throughout 
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Case 1 (71 =0,  72 >0,  and v2 =vn(?2; 71, vl)). The solution to the Riemann Prob- 
lem at x = 0 is a forward facing simple wave and the solution to the Riemann Prob- 
lem at x = 1 is a backward facing simple wave. 
Case 2 (71>0).  
(A) (F (?1) < 7o < 0). The solution to the Riemann Problem at x - -0  is a forward 
shock. 
(B) (7o__<F(71)). The solution to the Ricmann Problem at x=O is a forward 
facing contact discontinuity. 
(a) (71<72 and v2=vB(72; 71, vl)). The solution to the Ricmann Problem at 
x = l is a backward facing simple wave. 
(b) (F(?I) < ?2 < 71 and v2 = va(72; 71, vl)). The solution to the Ricmann Problem 
at x = I is a backward shock. 
(c) (72__<F(70 and v~=vB(?2; 71, vl)). The solution to the Riemann Problem 
at x-- 1 is a backward facing contact discontinuity. 
(d) (71<72 and vl--/)F(?I; 72, /)2))" The solution to the Riemann Problem at 
x--  1 is a forward shock. 
(e) (0__< ?2 < 71 and vl =/)E (?l ; 72, v2)). The solution to the Riemann Problem 
at x = 1 is a forward facing simple wave. 
(f) (?2<0,  0<F(72)<71 and v l = v r ( ? l ;  72,/)2))- The solution to the Riemann 
Problem at x = 1 is a forward facing contact discontinuity. 
(g) (72 <0,  0 < 71 <F(72),  and/)1 = v~(71; 72, v2)). The solution to the Riemann 
Problem at x = 1 is a forward facing shock (compare with (d)). 
The relevant problems to be considered are (E) together with the data 2-A-a 
through g and 2-B-a through g. 
Case 3 (?~ <0). Since we normalized the problem by insisting that ?0__<0, and 
since we require that not all the numbers 7i have the same sign, we must take 
72>0. 
(A) (70 < 71). The solution to the Riemann Problem at x = 1 is a forward facing 
simple wave. 
(B) (71__<?0_<0). The solution to the Riemann Problem at x = 0  is a forward 
facing shock. 
(a) (0_<7:~<F(71) and /)2:/)B(72; ?1, /)1))" The solution to the Riemann Prob- 
lem at x =  1 is a backward shock. 
(b) (0<F(71):<72 and /)2:/)B(72; 71, /)1))" The solution to the Riemann Prob- 
lem at x- -  1 is a backward facing contact discontinuity. 
(c) (71__<F(72) and vl=vp(71; ?2, v2)). The solution to the Riemann Problem 
at x = 1 is a forward facing contact discontinuity. 
(d) (F(72)<71~<0 and v l=vf (71 ;  ?2, v2)). The solution to the Riemann Prob- 
lem at x = 1 is a forward shock. 
The relevant problems to bc considered are (E) together with the data 3-A-a 
through d and 3-B-a through d. 
Throughout the remainder of this section we shall adopt the following point 
of view. We assume that given the data for one of the elementary cases we have 
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already solved the Riemann Problems at x = 0  and x = l  at time t=O. These 
solutions are valid until the forward wave from x = 0 collides with the wave from 
x =  1. At that time, t= tc> O, we are presented with the following continuation 
problem: 
Find the functions 7 and v on t >  t~ such that 
0y 0 v = 0  and 0v 0 g ( 7 ) = 0 ,  - o o < x < o o  and t>t~, (E) 
Ot Ox Ot Ox 
(7, 0 (x ,  to) = (f, ~) (x ,  to),  - oo < x < o o .  ( C C )  
Here (~, v-)(x, to) is the solution of the elementary problem at the collision time 
t= tc. 
Our goal is to show that the solutions to the elementary problems arc continu- 
able to all of t>O, that is, to show that the continuation problem (E) and (CC) 
has a solution (in the integrated by parts sense of (E-l) and (E-2)). 
We first note that in the cases where the elementary waves from x =  0 and 
x = 1 are both shocks the solution is trivially continuable. The reason for this is 
that (E) and (CC) constitute a Riemann Problem. The assumption 
7 
lim S C (s) d s = + oo 
~,--* ao 0 
guarantees that all such problems are solvable. This observation allows us to 
dismiss eases 2-A-b, 2-A-d, 2-A-g, 3-B-a, 3-B-d immediately. 
We now turn to the remaining cases. We first introduce two classes of 
data Gx and G2. A routine calculation then shows that in cases 1, 2-A-a, 2-B-a, 
2-B-d, and 3-A-a through 3-A-d the data for (E) and (CC) is in G 1 while in cases 
2-A-c, 2-A-e, 2-B-b, 2-B-c, and 2-B-e the data for (E) and (CC) is in G2. We 
shall then show that under the Glimm difference scheme data from G1 (respectively 
G2) gets mapped into itself. This fact implies a set of a priori estimates for the 
approximate solutions which are sufficient to establish the existence of a solution 
of (E) and (CC). 
The data for 3-B-b is the mirror image of the data for 2-B-b and hence requires 
no special treatment. Cases 2-A-f, 2-B-f, 2-B-g, and 3-B-c must be handled 
separately. 
Definition 3.1. We say that a pair (yo, v o) is in G x if they are bounded regulated 





v o - (yO) =< vv (7 ~ _ (yO); yo+ (yO), vO+ (yO)) 
7~ for x < y  ~ and 7~ for x > y  ~ 
for any x I < x 2 <yO, (~o, vO)(xt)eL(?O (x2) ' v o (x2)) (see (2.29)), 
for any y ~  I <x2,  (y ~ v~176 v~ (see (2.27)), 
and 
the numbers (yo, vO)(yO) and (y+o, vO+)(yO) satisfy 
and v~176176176 ),~176 vO(yO)) 
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(see Figure 2.5 and make the identification (?2, v2)=(7 ~ v~ ~ and (71, vl)= 
(?o, vO_)(yO)). [ ] ,  
Definition 3.2. We say that a pair (7o, vo) is in G2 if they are bounded regulated 
functions and there is a yO such that 
(1) 7~ for x < y  ~ and ?~  for x > y  ~ 
(2) for any x2 < xl <y~ (?o, v o) (x2) e U(? ~ (xl), v ~ (xl)) (see (2.30)), 
(3) for any y ~  1 <x2,  (?o, vO)(x2)e~(?O(xl), vO(xl)) (see (2.28)), 
and 
(4) the numbers (7o_, vO)(yO) and (?o, vO+)(yO) satisfy 
vr (?o_ (yO); ~,o+ (yO), vO+ (yO)) __< vo_ (yO). 
Moreover, if the number 7~, defined as the unique solution of 
vF(?~; ?O+(yO), vO(yO))= vn(7~; 7O(yO), vO(yO)), (3.2) 
satisfies 
r(?~176 *, 
then we insist that (?o, v o) satisfy 
(?o, vo) (x) = ~ (?o, vo) (yO) 
for all x < y  ~ (see Figure 2.6 and make the identification ?o,  vO(yO)= (?2, v2) and 
(~~ v~176 (~1, vl)). [] 
We admit the possibility that yO is plus or minus infinity in either definition. 
It is easily checked that if (?o, v o) e G1 (respectively Gz), then they are of 
bounded variation on ( - o o ,  oo). Specifically, we have the following estimates. 
Lemma 3.1. Let (?o, vO)eG1. Then 
(1) ?o is increasing; 
(2) v<v~  where 
~of . foO(yO)+(7o(_ ~)_?O_(yO)) c ( ?o ( _  ~ ) ,  ?o(yo)), 
v = m l n <  o o 
- [v~176176176176 C(?+(y ), ?o(~) ) ,  
v=vF 7-;~~176 I C(s)ds , and 
~ (r ~ 
~ is the unique solution 
yo(_oD ) \ 
C(s)ds) v~ ~; ?o( _ oo), v~ ~ - e- o,% 
( ~,o(oo) ) 
=~F ~-;?~176176 I C(s)as ; 
~o (yo) 
* Recall, a function f is regulated if for every x the limits f+(x)= lira f (y)  and f_ (x)= 
y ~ X  
y > X  lim f (y)  exist. If f+ (x)@f_ (x), we shall agree that f (x)= f_ (x). 
y'-~X 
V < X  
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and 
;,o (+ ~o) 
(3) var v ~  S C(s)ds .  
( -oo ,  co) ~,o ( -  oo) 
For  functions in G1 we also have the following comparison result. 
Lemma 3.2. Let (7 ~ v~ let {xi}i=o .... be a countable collection 
satisfying xt < xi + 1, and let 
[(:,o, vo) (x), 
(~o, ~o) (x) = {(~,o, vo) (~3, 
[(yo, vo) (x), 
of  points 
- c o  < x < = x  o 
x i<x<x i+  1 , i=0 ,  1 . . . . .  
clef . 
x~o -- I lmx~)<x< oo 
i - .oo 
Similar statements hold for functions in G 2 . 
Lemma 3.3. Let (7 ~ v~ Then 
(1) fl(vo, vO)(.) is decreasing; 
(2) v<v~176 where 
0 0 0 0 0 v=v+(y )+(7 (~ )) C(~~176 7~176 
(3) y~176176 and 
~,o (yo) 
(4) var v ~ 1 7 6 1 7 6 1 7 6 1 7 6 1 7 6 1 7 6  S C(s)ds  
( -oo ,  oo) .),o (oo) 
<=2 v ~  (s)ds .* 
= 70 
L e m m a  3.4. Let (yo, vO)~G2, let {xi}i=o... be a countable collection o f  points 
satisfying xi <x~+ 1, and let 
[(~o, to) (x), - oo < x < x ~ 
(~o,~o)(x)=~(~o ,vo)(~3, x~<x<x~+~, i=0,1 .... 
/ [(~o, vo) (x), dof_. 
where the numbers r are in (xi, x~+l]. Then (~~176 and satisfies the same 
bounds as (7 ~ v~ 
We shall now describe our procedure for constructing the approximate solu- 
tions to (E) and (CC) when the data (~, v-)(., to) is in G1 or G2. Throughout 
will be a number satisfying 
> C(0) = max C (~), 
7 
* Estimates (1)-(4) of Lemma 3.3 together with (2.17) imply an estimate for vat 70(.). 
(-~o, oo) 
where the numbers ~, are in (xi, X i + l ] .  Then (~o,-~O)eGl (i.e., 3 a number yo 
conditions 1-4 o f  Definition 3.1 holds) and in addition (~o,-~o) satisfies the same 
bounds as (~o, vO). 
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h > 0 an arbitrary positive number, and A = h .  h will be the distance between 
c 
spacial mesh points and d the time step in our difference approximation. 
We assume that our approximate solution, (?h, vh), has been defined on the 
strip t c__< t ~ tc + nd and that at time t = t~ + nA, 7 h and v h are piecewise constant 
functions, specifically 
(?, v h) (x, tc + n~)  = (~,., ~, .) 
f o r k h < x < ( k + 2 ) h  and n + k  an even integer. We let (Fkh, n, V~n) be the solution 
of the Riemann Problem (E) with data 
h h 
(F~h,n,..h . . . . . .  f ( ~ k -  2, n ,  /)k- 2, n) ,  X < k h 
Vk .)iX, tc+nza)=~ h h 
9 ( ( T k , . ,  Vk,.) ,  k h < x .  
The condition ~>C(0)implies that for t~+nd <t<_t~+(n+l)d and k such that 
n + k is an even integer 
(Fkh,., Vk h, .) ((k + 1) h, t) = (Fkh+ 2, n, Vkh+ 2, .) ((k + 1) h, t) = (Tkh,., V h, .).  
Thus, the pair 
(F h, Vh)(x, t)~f(F~., Vkh.)(X, t), ( k - 1 ) h < x < ( k + l ) h  
and 
t ~ + n d < t < t c + ( n +  l) A 
solves the initial value problem (E) with initial conditions 
(F h, vh)(x, tc+nd)=()~h, vh)(x, t~+nA), - o o  < x <  oo. 
If x is such that ( F h, V h_ ) ( x, t) Je ( Fh+ , V h+ ) ( X, t ), we shall agree that ( F h, Vh) ( x, t) = 
(r~_, v~_)(x, t). 
We define (7 h, v h) on t~+nA<t<t~+(n+l )A  by (7 h, vh)=(F h, vh). At time 
t= t~ + (n + I)A, (7 h, v h) is defined according to the following rule: Pick a number 
a" + ~ at random from ( -  1, 1 ], and set 
(7 h, vh)(x, t~+(n+ i) A) =(F h, Vh) ((k + a "+x) h, tc+(n+ I)A) 
for ( k - 1 ) h < x < ( k +  1)h and n + k  even (see Figure 3.1). Observe that by con- 
struction (7 h, vh)(x, t )=(7~,  vh-)(X, t) for all t. 
~'c + {n+2)/I 
,0,~x , z f ; , ~  -r ", / , ,  . / / /  
\\~, // /f TX \xI~n+lh I ]/~ T \T ~l/Y" \ "t ii/ 
"{"IX /////~/(k-l}h \xxx.l~ .I/.~' (k+l)h \ I l./(k+3)h \ / / I  \\\ ~1// . \ \  /O,t' \ I I , /  \ / I I  
\v p'r " \ \ \  ,//y \ Z~" \ /.9 
\ \ \  ~.~ \ \ \  ,~,  x -,5" x /,,/ 
~\ \\\ ,~, 7/ +n/l V V V 
{k-2) h kh-y 0 (k+2)h (k+/,lh 
Fig. 3.1 
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We shall now obtain estimates for the approximate solutions of the problem 
O~ Ov Ov 
aa(Y)=O,  - o o < x < ~  and t>t  c (E) Ot 0 ~ = 0  and Ot Ox 
(~, v)(x, tc)=(~, -v ) (x, tc) (CC) 
when the data (y, b-)(., t~) is in G 1 or G2. 
The results of Lemma 3.3 tell us that if (~, v-)(., t~) is in G x, then the piecewise 
constant function 
(~h, -~n) (x) = (y, -v) ((k + l + a ~ h, tc), k h < x < (k + 2) h, 
where k is an even integer and a ~ a number chosen at random from ( - l ,  1], is 
in Gx and satisfies the same estimates as (~, v-)(., to). Moreover, the results of 
Theorems 2.4, 2.5, and 2.7 imply that the approximate solution (?h, to)(., t) is 
in GI and satisfies the same estimates as (~, v-)(., to) for every t in [to, t~+A). It 
then follows from an induction argument that for every t >  t~, (~h, tO)(., t) is in 
G 1 and satisfies the same bounds as the data (~, v-)(., to). 
A similar statement applies when the data (~, v--)(., to) is in G2. Here, the 
desired estimates are those of Lemma 3.4. They are obtained by appeal to Theo- 
rems 2.4, 2.6, and 2.8. 
These estimates, together with the GtIMM convergence proof [6, pp. 711-715], 
guarantee that (E) and (CC) are solvable in Cases 1, 2-A-a, c, and e, 2-B-a through 
e, and 3-A-a through d. 
We now turn to the remaining eases 2-A-f, 2-B-f, 2-B-g, and 3-B-c. All of 
these interactions are generated when the forward wave from x =  0 overtakes the 
forward wave from x=  1 (at (xc, to)). In general we cannot be assured that the 
continuation problem (E) and (CC) is solvable on all of t >  t~ yet certain affirma- 
tive statements can be made. 
In particular, we can conclude that in cases 2-A-f and 2-B-f there is a time 
T>t~ such that (E) and (CC) are solvable on the strip tc<-t<T. T is that time 
where the forward wave from (x~, t~) intersects the straight line 1 +C(F(~e))t. 
1 + t o -  xo 
Tis  bounded from below by tr C(O)-C(F(~,2)) 
The validity of these statements follows from the observation that, for any 
t r  and any x<l+C(F(ye ) ) t ,  the solution (~,, v)(x, t) to (E) and (CC) 
agrees with the solution (y, ~) of (E) with the truncated data: 
~(7, v)(x, tc), x<l+C(r(yg)t~, 
F)(x, 
t~)=[(r(~,z) ,vr(r(~2);y2,  v2)), t+C(F(~2))tc<x. 
That this latter problem is solvable follows from the fact that (~', ~)(., tc) is in G2 
(see Figures 3.2 and 3.3). 
At time t=T, the solution (~, v)(., T) has the following properties: 
(1) V ( x , T ) < O , - o o < x < o o ,  
(2) (y, v)(x, T)=(y2, v~), x>  1 +C(F(y2))T, 
(3) for every x I <x2 < 1 + C(F(yz))T, (7, v)(xl, T)~ U(~,, v)(x 2, T), and 
(4) (~_, v_)( l+C(r(~,z))T,T)r  vz). 
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If one now applies the Glimm difference scheme to the Cauchy Problem (E) 
with data (~, v)(.,  T), one obtains the preliminary estimate that the approximate 
solution (yh, vh) satisfies ?h< 0 on t > T. Pointwise lower bounds for yh and upper 
and lower bounds for v h are also obtainable. What is lacking is an estimate 
for the x variation of yh and v h along the lines t = const. Without these estimates 
we cannot conclude that the approximate solutions converge to a gener- 
alized solution on t > T. 
With regard to the case 2-B-g, we may conclude that the problem (E) and (CC) 
is solvable on t >  t c provided the following additional conditions are met: 
(A) vr(F(~l);  ~1, vt)<v~(F(~l); 72, v2) and 
(B) ?* < 0  where ~,* is the unique solution of the equation 
vB(~*; r(~0, v~(r(~); ~,, v,))=v~(~*; ~2, vD. 
If these last two conditions hold, then the data (y, vO(., t,) for the continuation 
problem is in Gz. 
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Definition 3.3. We say tha t  a pa i r  of funct ions (7 ~ v ~ is in G3 if they are regulated, 
7~ for  all x, and  there is a n u m b e r  yO such tha t  
(1) for  all x > y  ~ (7 ~ v~ is a constant  state, say (7~ v~176  
(2) for  any  x l  < x 2 < y ~  (7o, vO)(xl)eL(7O, vO)(x2), and 
(3) for  any  x < y  ~ v~176 7~176 v~176 
and 7*(x,  y~ where 7*(x, yO) is defined as the unique solution of 
vn(7*; 7~ v ~ (x)) = vp(7*; 7~176 v~176 
I t  then follows f rom [4, pp. 150-3] and [5, pp. 313-21] tha t  if (~, v--)(., to) is 
in Ga, then the approx imate  solutions (7 h, v h) to (E) and (CC) defined by the G l i m m  
difference scheme are in G3 for  each t=> to. This observat ion yields a sufficient 
set of est imates to enable us to conclude tha t  the approximates  (7 h, v h) converge 
to a generalized solution of (E) and (CC) on all of  t>__ t~. 
If  either (A) or  (B) fails, we have not  succeeded in obtaining est imates for  
the x var ia t ion of 7 h and v h at  each t_>_ t~. 
The  analysis of 3-B-c is similar to tha t  of 2-B-g. 
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